The *James Madison University Research Journal (JMURJ)* is a peer-reviewed undergraduate research journal dedicated to promoting, publishing, and sharing the excellent scholarly research produced by undergraduates in all James Madison University disciplines.

**PROMOTE, PUBLISH, AND SHARE**

*JMURJ* invites submissions from any current or recent JMU undergraduate student, in text- and multimedia-based formats, from any academic program and field of study at JMU.

**AN INCLUSIVE, MULTIMEDIA SCOPE**

*JMURJ* seeks to connect James Madison University's undergraduate students in all fields of study with their peers, their school, and their community. Since our inception, students from over 40 disciplines have submitted their work to *JMURJ*, from all seven JMU undergraduate colleges. The journal accepts submissions from all disciplines and publishes on a rolling basis. It encourages JMU undergraduates to publish their research and scholarship!

**THE EDITORIAL BOARD**

The undergraduate editors of the *JMURJ* Editorial Board coordinate a university-wide effort. *JMURJ* editors collaborate in three editorial teams to advance the journal’s mission: outreach, acquisitions, and marketing; comprehensive editing and proofreading; and publication and design.

Editorial board members gain experience in defining and publishing the growing university-wide academic research journal; collaborating with a diverse group of enthusiastic, skilled editorial board members; and working with people and texts from various fields.

**THE FACULTY REVIEW BOARD**

The journal also depends on a growing team of faculty reviewers who offer their time and disciplinary expertise. Reviewers serve in *JMURJ*'s double-blind peer review process to evaluate submissions in their discipline. Faculty Review Board members serve in the review process in addition to helping promote *JMURJ* throughout the university.

**WEBSITE:** www.jmu.edu/jmurj
**EMAIL:** jmurj@jmu.edu
**FACEBOOK:** @Jmurj